National Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal agencies,
including the U.S. Forest Service, to prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) that considers the following factors when a proposed project
is located on federal land and could result in significant effects:
7 Input from public, agency, tribal, and other potentially affected parties
7 A reasonable range of alternatives
7 Potential environmental impacts
7 Social, economic, and human health impacts
7 Mitigation and monitoring to reduce adverse impacts
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What is Scoping?
Public scoping allows for early public involvement in the EIS process and
provides the public, agencies, tribes, and other potentially affected parties an
opportunity to:
7 Learn more about the project
7 Provide comments on the project
7 Identify issues to be analyzed in the EIS
You are encouraged to provide comments at this meeting and/or submit
your comments prior to the close of the public scoping period (April 27, 2017).
Your comments will help inform the development of the EIS and will become
part of the public record.

For more information on the
NEPA process and scoping,
visit the project website at:
http://pintovalleymineeis.us

Submitting Useful Comments
The Forest Service is looking for input and recommendations on the
following items to help inform the scope of analysis for the EIS:
7 Specific environmental and community
concerns associated with the project
7 Reasonable alternatives that should be
considered in the EIS
7 Assumptions, methods, or approaches that
should be used for the analysis of impacts
7 Other Projects that should be considered
in the cumulative impacts analysis
7 Data sources that may be relevant to
the project
7 Measures to avoid, minimize, rectify/
restore or compensate for potential impacts
Your comments should provide specific input
and recommendations instead of making broad
statements. See below for examples of useful comments:

“The cumulative

impacts analysis
needs to consider
other active and
pending mines in
the region including
the Carlota Mine
and the Resolution
Copper Mine.”

“The EIS should analyze

how the proposed project
could affect recreational
access on Forest Road
287. This road is used by
motorized recreationists
to access recreation
areas and access needs
to be maintained.”

“ADOT recently

completed a
traffic study along
Highway 60 that
may provide
useful informa
tion on current and
projected traffic
and congestion.”

To submit comments:
EMAIL: Comment@Pintovalleymineeis.us
MAIL:
Tonto National Forest
Pinto Valley Mine EIS Comments
2324 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85006
FAX:
(602) 225-5302, Attn: Pinto Valley Mine EIS Comments

